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Additional pictorial help
For step 17-28
Credit Card Caddy

OK— here we are folding up our Credit Card Caddy. We start with fabric RS down on table and match the “A” double notches WST.

Then, we flip the unit over, so the WS is facing down and then bring the “A” notches & fold line UP to align them with the “B” notches.

Now you just continue along in this fashion. Here’s how the wrong side looks after we’ve aligned the “C” single notches with the “D” single notches (step 20).
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And here’s how the right side of the LARGE unit looks all folded up. (step 28).

And here’s how it looks on the wrong side (step 28).

Prior to moving on to step 29, you should have 2 Large CC Caddys that are ‘mirror-images’ of each other as these are.

If you’re making a small CC Caddy, you’ll follow the same instructions, but you’ll stop at step 24.